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Category: Financial/ Economy 
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston      
Length: 30 Min 
Airdate: 4/01/05 
Description: MONEYWISE WITH KELVIN BOSTON addresses the bread-and- butter financial 

    issues -- getting out of debt, buying a house, saving for college, 
    investing for retirement and teaching our children good money habits -- 
    facing Americans across the country. 
 

Title: Great Decisions: The U.S. & The World Economy  
Length: 30 Minutes  
Airdate: 5/22/05, 10:30am                           

    Guests: Robert Rubin, former U.S. Treasury Secretary. Despite high oil 
    prices, the slow pace of job creation, and the debateover overseas 
    outsourcing, the U.S. economy is said to be gaining momentum. How can the 
    current administration bring the economy fully back on track, and what 
    implications will it have on the global economy? 
 

Title: Wide Angle Coca and the Congressman  
Airdate: 6/12/05, 09:00pm                                 
Length: One Hour 

    The rise of new leftist leaders in South America has been swift and 
    surprising. From Venezuela's Chavez to Brazil's Lula, from Argentina' s 
    Kirchner to Ecuador's Gutierrez, the swelling ranks of neo- socialist 
    governments have provoked fears among some conservatives. If the proverbial 
    dominos are on the table - will Bolivia be the next to tip over? In recent 
    years the country has been torn apart by competing political forces, with 
    the indigenous coca grower's union ( the "cocaleros") becoming an 
    unexpected powerhouse. Their hero is ex- Congressman Evo Morales, a former 
    coca farmer from indigenous peasant roots, who rose up last year to defend 
    the coca growers against the Bolivian military's crop eradication program. 
    Today Latin America's highest-profile indigenous leader, Morales fell just 4 
    5,000 votes shy of the presidency in the country's June 2002 election. This 
    summer, as the standoff between the cocaleros and the government escalates, 
    Wide Angle travels with Morales to the stunning highlands of Bolivia as he 
    organizes strikes and boycotts aimed at expanding the amount of coca that 
    can be legally grown by farmers. The pitfalls of a drug- based economy - 
    and the difficulty of finding suitable replacement crops to support peasant 
    families - are all part of the story. We will also profile other 
    individuals at the heart of Bolivia's strife, such as the wealthy family of 
    a former tin magnate - an oligarchy that controlled Bolivia for centuries; 
    a coca-eradication commander on a slash and burn mission; and an ecotourism 



    entrepreneur with visions of enticing tourists to Lake Titicaca and 
    picturesque landscapes beyond. Cocaleros illuminates the shifting balance 
    of power that's underway in Bolivia - and spreading across Latin America - 
    as local democracy transforms our adjoining continent. 

 
Community Politics , Government  
Title: A Lot In Common     
Length: 1 Hour  
Airdate: 04/01/05, 9:00 PM 
Description: Meet your zany neighbors: Roosevelt the grandpa, Joan the single mom, 

    Ruthe the psychic, Karl the community organizer. See these strangers come 
    together to turn an abandoned transit yard into a stunning community garden, 
    transforming their neighborhood while discovering they really do have A Lot 
    In Common. Tempers flare, conflicts arise, and are resolved.  When one 
    gardener becomes ill, the group rallies to her side. An award-winning 
    documentary dealing with universal themes of environment, community 
    empowerment, healthy cities, and just what neighbors can accomplish by 
    working together.  
 

Title: Great Decision: The Rise of China on the World Stage                     
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 6/26/05; 10:30am      
Guests: Ambassador Julia Chang Bloch, President U.S.-China Education Trust; 

    Yasheng Huang, Assoc. Prof. of Int'l Management, MIT Sloan School of 
    Management; Hon. Mark Kirk, U.S. House of Representatives; Ambassador James 
    Sasser, Former U.S. Ambassador to the People's Republic of China; Adam 
    Segal, Maurice R. Greenberg Senior Fellow, Council on Foreign Relations. 
    China is increasingly influential globally, but continues to face obstacles 
    at home. As China's record economic growth continues, the country must 
    still contend with a growing gap between rich and poor, devastating 
    pollution and resource shortages. What strategies can China adopt to 
    sustain its economy while meeting the needs of its people? 

  
American Experience: Fidel Castro                                             
Length: Two Hours 
Airdate: 4/19/05, 08:00pm 

    On January 3, 1959, a column of victorious young rebels advanced along 
    Cuba's main highway towards Havana. At the head of the column rode 33-year- 
    old Fidel Castro Ruz. As he went by, a Cuban peasant turned to an American 
    journalist, and said: "There he goes, the hope of a people." Over the next 
    few decades, by the force of his personality and the might of his Soviet 
    benefactor, Castro turned himself and Cuba into significant players on the 
    world stage. He did so while surviving the hostility of 10 consecutive U.S. 
    presidents, an invasion, several CIA assassination attempts and an economic 
    embargo. Castro's face with its trademark beard has become an iconic image 
    worldwide, yet the man himself remains an enigma to all but a few. Through 



    interviews with relatives, childhood friends, fellow rebel leaders, Bay of 
    Pigs veterans, human rights activists and journalists, this AMERICAN 
    EXPERIENCE production constructs an intimate and revealing portrait of the 
    most resilient of leaders. 

 
Title: Great Decisions: Iraq's Future 
Airdate: 5/1/05, 10:30 am 
Length: Half Hour                                              

    Guests: Richard Murphy, former Assistant Secretary of State for Near East 
    and South Asian Affairs and former Ambassador to Saudia Arabia & Syria 
    Phebe Marr, Iraq specialist, Author, "The Modern History of Iraq". The U.S.- 
    led invasion of Iraq has been one of the most divisive and controversial 
    events in the history of the United States, and put to test the "doctrine 
    of pre-emption" espoused by the current administration. As the U.S. and its 
    allies seek to foster democracy and curb a fierce insurgency alongside a 
    rise in terrorist activity, what does the future hold for Iraq? 

 
Title: Great Decisions: Homeland Security and the 9-11 Commission 
Airdate: 5/8/05, 10:30am                 
Length: 30 Minutes 

    Guests: Richard Ben-Veniste, Member 9-11 Commission, John F. Lehman, 
    Member 9-11 Commission. Following the attacks of 9/11, the Bush 
    administration created a new the Department of Homeland Security and set up 
    a special commission to investigate the unprecedented attacks. What steps 
    has DHS taken to secure U.S. borders, curb global and domestic terrorism, 
    and protect the privacy of U.S. citizens, and which recommendations from 
    the panel should be implemented? 

         
Title: World Business: Securing Millions 
Airdate: 5/17/05, 06:00 pm  
Length: 30 Minutes                                       

    Since 9/11 and the US led invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, private 
    security companies have become one of the world's fastest growing 
    businesses. There is a lot of money to be made, but critics are concerned 
    that private operators might end up harming the very societies they are 
    being paid to protect. 

 
Title: Sometimes In April 
Airdate: 5/26/05 08:00pm                                      
Length: Three Hours                                                          

    This program re-tells the tragedy of the 100 days of the 1994 Rwandan 
    genocide. The first major film to be shot on location in Rwanda, where the 
    real-life events transpired, stars Idris Elba as Augustin and Debra Winger 
    as former U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Prudence Bushnell. The 
    tribal conflict between Rwandan Hutus and Tutsis is brought to life in the 
    dramatic story of a Hutu soldier whose wife is Tutsi. The film also 



    explores the world's response to the atrocities and chronicles the Rwandan 
    struggle to find justice and accountability 10 years later. Following the 
    film, which aired originally on HBO, Jeff Greenfield moderates a discussion 
    about genocide. 
 

Title: Wide Angle Coca and the Congressman  
Airdate: 6/12/05, 09:00pm                                 
Length: One Hour 

    The rise of new leftist leaders in South America has been swift and 
    surprising. From Venezuela's Chavez to Brazil's Lula, from Argentina' s 
    Kirchner to Ecuador's Gutierrez, the swelling ranks of neo- socialist 
    governments have provoked fears among some conservatives. If the proverbial 
    dominos are on the table - will Bolivia be the next to tip over? In recent 
    years the country has been torn apart by competing political forces, with 
    the indigenous coca grower's union ( the "cocaleros") becoming an 
    unexpected powerhouse. Their hero is ex- Congressman Evo Morales, a former 
    coca farmer from indigenous peasant roots, who rose up last year to defend 
    the coca growers against the Bolivian military's crop eradication program. 
    Today Latin America's highest-profile indigenous leader, Morales fell just 4 
    5,000 votes shy of the presidency in the country's June 2002 election. This 
    summer, as the standoff between the cocaleros and the government escalates, 
    Wide Angle travels with Morales to the stunning highlands of Bolivia as he 
    organizes strikes and boycotts aimed at expanding the amount of coca that 
    can be legally grown by farmers. The pitfalls of a drug- based economy - 
    and the difficulty of finding suitable replacement crops to support peasant 
    families - are all part of the story. We will also profile other 
    individuals at the heart of Bolivia's strife, such as the wealthy family of 
    a former tin magnate - an oligarchy that controlled Bolivia for centuries; 
    a coca-eradication commander on a slash and burn mission; and an ecotourism 
    entrepreneur with visions of enticing tourists to Lake Titicaca and 
    picturesque landscapes beyond. Cocaleros illuminates the shifting balance 
    of power that's underway in Bolivia - and spreading across Latin America - 
    as local democracy transforms our adjoining continent. 

 
World Business: Securing Millions 
Airdate: 5/17/05, 06:00 pm  
Length: 30 Minutes                                       

    Since 9/11 and the US led invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, private 
    security companies have become one of the world's fastest growing 
    businesses. There is a lot of money to be made, but critics are concerned 
    that private operators might end up harming the very societies they are 
    being paid to protect. 

Title: World Business Rebuilding Afghanistan -  
Airdate: Tue  06/21/05, 06:00pm 
Length: 30 minutes 



Afghanistan is one of the world's poorest countries and while it is now officially a peaceful 
democracy, massive rebuilding work is needed to help it stay that way. For Afghanistan that 
means more roads, which are needed to get goods and the economy moving 

    again, but building them is proving extremely challenging. CEO Headhunting - 
    With boards and shareholders increasingly flexing their muscles in the wake 
    of recent company scandals, it is not an easy time to be a CEO. But while 
    that makes life tougher for chief executives, it's producing a boom time 
    for the people who help recruit those in top positions. India's Richest 
    Woman - From beer to bio-technology - that is the unlikely path Kiran 
    Mazumdar took to become probably the richest woman in India. Last year her 
    company Biocon made a net profit of over 30-million dollars. That from 
    humble beginnings 27 years ago when corporate India barely accepted 
    businesswomen at all. Fractional Ownership - The word "timeshare" for many 
    conjures up images of cheaply built holiday homes with heavy restrictions 
    on usage and availability. But recently, the idea's been undergoing a 
    renaissance. Geared towards the wealthy, the model is being revamped to 
    suit the demands of people with lots of money but without the time or 
    inclination to deal with the drawbacks of ownership. FRACTIONAL ownership 
    is becoming the new way to get your hands on anything from a private jet to 
    one of the world's most expensive cars. Shanghai Tang - As every luxury 
    brand in the world heads East to Chinaone Chinese brand is launching a 
    crusade to go West. "Shanghai Tang" has been around since 1994 but this 
    year it's planning an aggressive push into new territories with store 
    openings planned for Milan, Paris, Zurich and Dubai. Its hope is to become 
    the world's first Chinese luxury clothing and lifestyle brand. We went to 
    Hong Kong to look at its chances of success. 
 

Health/Health Care  
Title:  Clinical Depression In Children/Clown Therapy: The Clinical Depression In Children 
Length: 30 Min 
Airdate: 3/12/05, 9:30am 
Description: If your teenager seems depressed or irritable, you may wonder, if it is just a phase 
he's going through? Or if your teen is moody and rebellious, you may think that's what makes her 
a teenager, right? Well, not always. For more than three million teens in this country, they are 
signs of clinical depression -a mental illness that can lead some teens to purposely injure 
themselves or even worse, take their own lives. Depression is an illness that requires treatment 
with medication or therapy. But how can parents tell the difference? Join host Dr. Winnie King 
as we journey through this very difficult and prevalent problem. You'll hear from two experts 
about how to recognize the warning signs of teen depression. And you'll also hear from two 
courageous young women who share the stories of their battles with depression. Clown Therapy 
When a child is seriously sick, the whole family is sick - and modern medicine now views 
laughter as a powerful part of the child and the family's treatment. Hear how some doctors are 
clowning around using laughter and play to help seriously ill children and their families get 
better; meet the clowns who reach out to these children, and the patients whose lives are touched 
by this unique form of therapy. 
 



Title: Second Opinion: Taking Charge of Your Health Care Osteoporosis                                            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/9/05, 09:00am  

    It's a public health risk for 44 million Americans. It's a disease you may 
    have and not even know it. But osteoporosis can be prevented and treated. 
    Find out more about what can be done to help ensure healthy bones for you 
    and your family on this episode of Second Opinion. 
 

Title: Heart of Pilates   
Airdate: 5/5/05, 09:00pm                                                                                                      
Length: One Hour 

    Pilates is no longer strictly an outlet for the rich, the powerful and the 
    pampered. Today, people of all ages and sizes use this highly effective 
    body science as a form of fitness and physical therapy. THE HEART OF 
    PILATES focuses on the reality-based application of Pilates and its many 
    benefits, as experienced by students of a Pilates facility in Los Angeles. 
    Instructor Kj Luker has traveled a long route to find the inner strength 
    that would heal her physically and emotionally: her empathy and patience 
    stem from her own problems with extreme back pain, asthma and a poor body 
    image. Luker studied massage, polarity (energy work, Reiki, acupressure), 
    cranio-sacral therapy and yoga prior to her Pilates training with master 
    teachers Jillian Hessel and Rael Isachovitz. In addition, Luker has owned 
    and operated one of the largest Pilates studios in Los Angeles for the past 
    seven years and has developed highly respected physical therapy and Pilates 
    teacher-training departments to the studio. Pilates is a journey, Luker 
    argues, rather than a repetitive set of exercises. As the Pilates student 
    progresses, she explains how their body changes, and confidence in their 
    movements, thoughts and work increases. The lessons learned in class also 
    are easily incorporated into daily life, making Pilates more than a workout. 
    This systematic and highly refined work has been adopted by a wide range of 
    medical professionals, particularly physical therapists because Pilates is 
    uniquely suited to work with injuries and rehabilitation. The system 
    focuses on every body part, in detail, with every muscle, and all the 
    extremities. Pilates also recognizes the body's continuous kinetic chain, 
    where dysfunction in one area affects the whole. The mission of Joseph 
    Pilates, the developer of this versatile and results- oriented system, was 
    to renew and fully develop the strength, vitality and balance that exists 
    in every body. Whether practitioners want to keep fit, lose weight, tone, 
    improve balance or heal aches and pains, the central focus of Pilates 
    remains the same: lifelong fitness and healing begins with the strength 
    within. 

 
Women 
Title: Independent Lens: The Day My God Died   
Length: One Hour  
Airdate: 4/2/05, 08:00pm                                    



    Young girls whose lives were shattered by the child sex trade describe the 
    day they were abducted from their villages as "the day my god died." By 
    weaving footage from the brothels of Bombay with these girls' stories, 
    producer Andrew Levine offers an unforgettable examination of the growing 
    plague of child sex slavery. 

 
Title: Wide Angle: Ladies First   
Length: One Hour    
Airdate: 4/3/05, 09:00pm                                         

    Ten years after the bloody genocide that killed an estimated 800,000 
    people in just 100 days, Rwanda's women are leading their country's healing 
    process and taking their society forward into a different future. They are 
    playing a remarkable role in politics and are also emerging as prominent 
    figures in the business sector. In spring 2004 -as Rwanda commemorates the 1 
    0th anniversary of the genocide - WIDE ANGLE travels to this fractured 
    nation to make a film that looks forward instead of back. Profiling women 
    on the forefront of change, Women Rebuilding Rwanda reveals the challenges 
    facing them and their country as Rwanda struggles to build a sustainable 
    peace between the majority Hutus and minority Tutsis - a peace that has 
    eluded the country for almost half a century. 

 
 Title: The Way Forward 
 Length: One Hour 
    Airdate:  4/14/05, 07:59pm  
    To some they are a lost generation -- The Way Forward is the story of 
    three young women coming of age in post-apartheid South Africa. To succeed 
    in the face of peer pressure, alcoholism, and the AIDS epidemic, each must 
    reconcile her dreams for the future with her circumstances and day-to-day 
    choices. 

 
Title: Firewomen 
Length: Half Hour 
Airdate: 04/24/05, 05:30pm, 04/26/05 09:30pm 
In a class of 50 Boston Fire Academy recruits, only six are women. Like 
  the men, they brave the rigorous 14-week training regimen that many 
  recruits fail.  Who will make it?  Watch these young women in a real life 
  "Survivor" where challenges include a journey through the " Maze," a zero- 
  visibility search and escape simulation; and the "Burn House," a space 

filled with fire and choking smoke.  Get a glimpse of their lives away from the burning 
buildings and an insight into what drives them in their struggle to make it in this life-threatening 
profession. 

 
Music/Art 
Title: Independent Lens: Off The Charts: The Song-Poem Story  
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 4/2/05 09:00pm                      



    This program looks at the strange underworld of the song-poem industry. 
    In this little-known subculture, "ordinary" people respond to come-on ads 
    in the back pages of magazines ("Send in Your Lyrics -- Make $50,000 in 
    Royalties!"), mailing in their heartfelt but often bizarre poems to music 
    industry companies that, for cash, set those poems to music. 
 

Title: Hidden Art of Hollywood                         
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 4/9/05, 09:00pm 

    The art and imagination of Hollywood's motion picture production designers 
    -- the men and women responsible for the creation of so many of films' 
    resonating icons -- are explored in "The Hidden Art of Hollywood." 
    Hollywood's most admired production designers get their due in this 
    documentary interweaving interviews from such Academy Award-winning 
    designers as Richard Sylbert ("Chinatown" and "The Graduate"), Dean 
    Tavoularis ("The Godfather"), Eugenio Zanetti ("Restoration"), Wynn Thomas 
    ("Do the Right Thing" and "A Beautiful Mind") and Lawrence Paul ("Blade 
    Runner") with extensive clips from these movies and other classics, 
    including "Gone with the Wind," "My Fair Lady," and "Citizen Kane." A bonus 
    is behind the scenes footage of the making of "The Ten Commandments" and 
    original artwork from the Cecil B. DeMille vaults. 
 

Title: Independent Lens Keeping Time: The Life, Music and Photographs of Milt Hinton       
Length: One Hour    
Airdate: 4/23/05, 08:00pm                                         

    Legendary jazz bassist Milt Hinton (1910-2000) was also a skilled 
    photographer and storyteller. This insider's view of jazz and life in 20th- 
    century America is told by Hinton and fellow musicians, including Branford 
    Marsalis and Quincy Jones. Archival footage and hundreds of Hinton's 
    photographs document his unique journey. 
     
 
    Title: Alma's Jazzy Marriage 
    Airdate: 5/3/05, 09:30pm                                   
    Length: 30 Minutes                                                        
    In ALMA'S JAZZY MARRIAGE, Alma Foster recalls her life with her husband, 
    seminal jazz bassist George "Pops" Foster. Foster popularized the slap bass 
    style, an innovation which changed jazz's rhythm section forever. ALMA'S 
    JAZZY MARRIAGE is a behind the scenes look at some of the giants of jazz, 
    told from a woman's perspective - from Harlem in the 1920s and '30s, 
    through hilarious road trips and life in San Francisco. Family photos and 
    archival film, as well as a rare interview with Alma, whose memory and wit 
    "as sharp as a 10-penny nail," bring this duo's colorful marriage to life. 
                                                    
   Title: He Touched Me: The Gospel Music of Elvis Presley       
   Length: 45 Minutes                                                            



    Airdate:  05/06/2005, 09:00pm      
        The intensity of Elvis Presley's love and devotion for gospel music is 
    revealed in the documentary He Touched Me: The Gospel Music of Elvis 
    Presley.  Narrated by veteran newscaster Sander Vanocur, the special will 
    be pledge tested on several public televisions in December 2002.  Presley's 
    story is told with vintage photos, interviews and video footage, including 
    some never-before-available scenes of Elvis's impromptu offstage gospel 
    performances.  Many interviews reveal that Presley's unshakable commitment 
    to gospel music was tested many times by producers and record label 
    executives, who were later to be surprised when the Grammys overlooked 
    Presley's No. 1 hits in favor of three of his best gospel performances. 
 

Title: Find!     
Airdate: 5/5/05, 12:00pm, 05/12/05 12:00pm  
Length: 30 Minutes 

    Leigh Keno visits the home of a New York artist, Armaldo Boscherini, who 
    also happens to be an incurable collector. He haunts thrift stores and even 
    city dumpsters to satisfy his passion. Armaldo invites the director of 
    Sotheby's 20th century Design Department, James Zemaitis, to help him sort 
    through his collector's stash-and to tell whether he has a knack for 
    finding treasure in the trash! Leigh brings one of the items they discover, 
    a painting which bears the signature of a very famous French Impressionist, 
    to an art dealer and expert, Lisa Schiller, to find out if it's the real 
    thing! Alexa Hampton makes a rare visit to the home of Albert Hadley, the 
    man responsible for putting the finishing touches on the Kennedy White 
    House. After 50 years in the business, he's influenced a generation of 
    designers, and now, Alexa takes a tour of his New York apartment and gets 
    some tips from the master. 
 

 
      Dances of Life                                         
      Airdate: 05/25/2005, 08:00pm, 06/07/05 09:00pm 
      Length: One Hour 

    This performance documentary reveals the cultural history and diversity of 
    the Pacific Islands - a vibrant and complex region encompassing 25,000 
    islands spread over 10 million square miles of ocean in which 30 million 
    people speak hundreds of different languages and dialects - through their 
    "dance stories," which for nearly 50,000 years have been an expression of 
    Pacific Islanders' origins, their journeys, their struggles and their very 
    existence. The program views dance through the eyes of the people who 
    practice it as an art form and as a way of life. Keisha Castle-Hughes, the 
    young star of Whale Rider, narrates. 

                                                   
 
 
 



Religion 
Title: Religion & Ethics Newsweekly: The Life and Legacy of Pope John Paul II       
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 4/3/05, 09:00am      
"The Life and Legacy of Pope John Paul II" - Host Bob Abernethy looks back at the life and 
work of John Paul II - one of the most prominent and influential pontiffs in the history of the 
papacy. Then, Abernethy is joined by Kim Lawton, program managing editor and David Gibson, 
journalist and author of "The Coming Catholic Church," for a discussion about the Pope's far-
reaching impact on the Catholic Church and the world. 
 
Title: Wide Angle: Young, Muslim and French  
Length: One Hour                                
Airdate: 4/17/05, 09:00pm 

    France's recent decision to ban the wearing of traditional Muslim 
    headscarves in public schools - a law widely perceived in the Muslim 
    community as an undemocratic expression of "Islamophobia" - has increased 
    tensions between the French Republic and its largest minority population, 
    numbering about five million people. Wide Angle explores this conflict in 
    the town of Dammarie-les-Lys, a racially diverse, working-class community 
    on the outskirts of Paris, where young Muslim women face a choice to obey 
    the ban - or flout it. Also featured is the local high school principal who, 
    as a member of the commission charged with reviewing the use of religious 
    symbols in public life, voted for the ban against headscarves. In nearby 
    Evry, we see the rector of the grand mosque leading Friday prayers and 
    conducting the conversion of a young French man to Islam. Europe's Muslim 
    population has doubled in the last decade, with the largest numbers 
    settling in France. Their presence is challenging traditional French 
    notions of nationhood and citizenship, and their increasingly vocal demands 
    for integration and recognition - on their own terms - is creating a crisis 
    in the republic. The Suburbs of Islam reveals the hopes, frustrations, and 
    political aspirations of second-and third-generation French-born Muslims - 
    and explores their potential to alter the landscape of France's national 
    identity. 

                                                
Human/Civic/Civil Rights 
Title: In The Life: Tax Paying Citizens                                                                                
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 4/3/05, 11:00pm      
This April, In the Life explores issues facing women who are lesbian and 

    Muslim in a post-911 world, reveals the struggle of aging with AIDS, 
    highlights the accomplishments of an LGBT youth organization in Miami, 
    revisits the struggle for equal marriage rights in Hawaii, and much more in 
    "Tax Paying Citizens." Hosted by NYPD Blue star Bill Brochtrup. 

 
 
 



Title: American Experience: The Fight      
Length: One Hour and Half     
Airdate: 4/5/05, 08:00pm                                        

    On June 22, 1938, 70,000 fans crammed into Yankee stadium to watch what 
    some observers have since called "the most important sporting event in 
    history." Millions more tuned in to hear a blow-by-blow description on the 
    radio. The rematch between the African American heavyweight Joe Louis and 
    his German opponent Max Schmeling was riveting -"one hundred and twenty- 
    four seconds of murder," as one newspaper put it. But for most spectators 
    the fight was much more than a boxing match; it was an historic event 
    freighted with symbolic significance, both a harbinger of the civil rights 
    movement and a prelude to World War II. In this first feature-length 
    documentary about the momentous encounter, AMERICAN EXPERIENCE captures the 

anticipation the bout generated, the swirl of events leading up to it, the  impact Louis's victory 
had on black America and its significance for Jews 
on both sides of the Atlantic. 
 
Title: Freedom to Marry   
Airdate: 5/8/05, 11:00pm                                      
Length: One Hour 

    FREEDOM TO MARRY is an intimate, educational film, a passionate portrayal 
    into the lives of seven same-sex couples denied the 1,138 federal and state 
    rights that come with legal marriage. With good humor and sincerity these 
    couples reveal the struggles they face in their daily lives as second class 
    citizens. This film chronicles the 2004 historic events at San Francisco 
    City Hall when Mayor Newsom allowed the 4,000 marriages of same-sex couples 
    to the recent 2005 San Francisco Superior Court Kramer decision that stated 
    it is unconstitutional to deny legal marriage to same-sex couples. 

 
Minorities 
Title: Taste of Dirt   
Length: 15 Minutes                                        
Airdate: 4/14/05, 08:51pm                                                                 

    The short film THE TASTE OF DIRT explores issues of race and class as 
    experienced by African-American girls through double Dutch and other 
    playground activities. It's 1970 and Lisa, the seven-year-old gifted child 
    of an Afrocentric mother, is having a hard time fitting in at an all-white 
    school. Following an altercation, Lisa's mother decides to transfer her to 
    the neighborhood school which is predominantly black. Although Lisa 
    physically looks like her classmates, she has trouble fitting in because 
    her speech patterns and mannerisms reflect those of privileged "white girls, 
    " and her inability to jump double Dutch. Joanna is another student 
    ostracized at the school because of her physical appearance. The two become 
    friends but the powerful lessons Lisa learned on the playground of her 
    first school force her to make a difficult choice about this friendship as 
    she tries to fit in at the neighborhood school. 



 
Title: Hidden India: The Kerala Spicelands 
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 04/14/05, 09:03pm                   

    Where in the world have Hindus, Muslims, Christians and Jews lived 
    together in harmony? In the small Indian state of Kerala, where trade and 
    spices brought them together. This program takes viewers there, traveling 
    through its varied regions, from tropical lowlands studded with coconut 
    palms to the cool mountain ranges where tea, cardamom, pepper, ginger and 
    rubber trees grow. Host Bruce Kraig guides viewers to markets, spice 
    plantations, rice paddies, inland waterways, elephant parades, traditional 
    dances and spectacular boat races. 

                             
 
Title: Harlem Globetrotters: The Team That Changed The World   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 4/17/05, 11:00pm, 04/23/05 09:00pm                                                                        

    THE HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS: The Team That Changed The World reveals the 
    untold story of how the Harlem Globetrotters helped break the color barrier 
    in American sports, while introducing much of the world to the game of 
    basketball. Presented in this captivating documentary are two key games in 
    the history of both the Globetrotters, and modern sport. Bear witness to 
    the Globetrotters legendary upset of the World Champion Minneapolis Lakers 
    in 1948, and the Globetrotters' historic exhibition trip to Berlin, Germany 
    in 1951, where 75,000 fans witnessed the return of African-American Olympic 
    Champion, Jesse Owens, fifteen years after he had been shunned, in the same 
    stadium, by Adolf Hitler. THE HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS will open your eyes to 
    the cultural contributions of these 'global Ambassadors of Goodwill.' Their 
    story is told through interviews with former and current Globetrotters, as 
    well as Honorary Globetrotter, Bill Cosby, former NBA star, Sen. Bill 
    Bradley, 9-time NBA championship coach, Phil Jackson and former 
    Globetrotter and current team owner, Mannie Jackson. Chuck D, of pioneering 
    rap group, Public Enemy narrates. 

 
    Title: Globe Trekker: Pacific Northwest    

 Airdate: 4/30/05, 11:00PM                                     
 Length: One Hour 

    Sami Sabiti sets off through the sparsely populated Pacific Northwest 
    states of Washington and Oregon - an area of immense, awe-inspiring natural 
    beauty and high-tech cities. He begins in Seattle, where he samples its 
    markets, conquers his vertigo on the Space Needle and visits the Jimi 
    Hendrix Experience. He ventures to the westernmost point of the United 
    States, where he meets Native Americans at La Push and cooks a traditional 
    salmon barbecue. Then it's south to the logging town of Hoquiam for the 
    annual Loggers Play Day, as Sami competes in timber-sawing and log-rolling. 
    He visits the town of Astoria, last stop for the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 



    and then heads to the Oregon Dunes for a dune-buggy ride. Sami drops in on 
    the Pendleton Round-Up, where the highlight is Native American bareback 
    racing, before heading over to Mount Hood. He explores the eco city of 
    Portland by bike, and pops into Mount Angel's Oktoberfest celebration. 
    Sami's last stop is a climb to the snow-capped top of Mount St. Helens. 
 

Wide Angle: An Honest Citizen 
Airdate: 5/15/05, 09:00pm 
Length: One Hour                                        

    What could be more dangerous than trying to bring law and order to 
    Colombia, a country mired in a brutal civil war funded by a six- billion- 
    dollar-a-year cocaine trade? WIDE ANGLE follows Maria Cristina Chirolla, 
    the courageous head of the attorney general's anti-drug unit. Her actions 
    in seizing the lavish homes of drug lords and ordering military raids on 
    drug laboratories ultimately drive an assassination plot against her. 
    Shaken, she ponders whether the battle is worth fighting. 
 

American Experience: Kinsey                                                   
Airdate: 05/17/05, 08:00pm 
Length: Hour and 30 Minutes     
Alfred Kinsey was a little-known biologist at Indiana University when, in 

    the 1940s, he began compiling exhaustive data from tens of thousands of 
    interviews about the sexual practices of men and women. The results of that 
    research were the explosive, best-selling "Kinsey Reports." Through 
    interviews with his research assistants, his children, people who took his 
    sex questionnaire, his biographers and intellectual historians, this 
    probing documentary assesses Kinsey's remarkable achievements, while 
    examining how his personal life shaped his career. 

 
Title: Untold Triumph    
Airdate: 6/22/05: 11:00pm 06/22/05 08:00pm                              
Length: One Hour 

    This program is a landmark piece that documents and honors the 7,000 men 
    of the 1st and 2nd Filipino Infantry Regiments of the U.S. Army who fought 
    in World War II. Director Noel M. Izon intimately captures their stories 
    through the voices of the veterans themselves, only half of whom are still 
    alive today. Despite the fact that they endured a bleak, racist prewar 
    climate, Filipinos in America rallied to join the American war effort after 
    the fateful bombing of Pearl Harbor. With a strong desire to show support 
    for both their Philippine homeland and their adopted country, their drive 
    finally succeeded on January 2, 1942, when President Roosevelt signed an 
    executive order allowing Filipinos to join the U.S. Army and form a 
    volunteer, all-Filipino unit. These volunteer troops proved to be skilled 
    fighters and an indispensable force in freeing the Philippines from the 
    Japanese and -- ultimately -- in the winning of World War II. A fitting 
    testament to these brave soldiers, this film imparts touching personal 



    accounts of the men's contributions and sacrifices during the war. More 
    importantly, it inducts Filipino- American veterans into their rightful 
    place in American history. 
 

Holocaust 
Title: Religion & Ethics Newsweekly: Justice Sunday/Holocaust Reconciliation/Shawl Mini 
Airdate: 5/1/05, 09:00am 
Length: 30 Minutes 

    Lucky Severson explores religious reaction to the controversial telecast 
    "Justice Sunday" and what impact such evangelical efforts could have on 
    future court appointments; New York filmmaker Menachem Daum travels to 
    Poland to talk with residents about their past history of anti-Semitism; 
    Marjie Mack from St. James Parish in Maryland demonstrates the growing 
    church practice of knitting or crocheting prayers into shawls. 

 
Title: Terezin: Resistance and Revival 
Airdate: 5/12/05, 09:00pm 
Length: One Hour                                                                                        

    During World War II, Adolph Hitler and the Nazis exploited the Jewish 
    creative spirit for propaganda purposes in an attempt to hide the emerging 
    allegations of the Holocaust. The Nazi concentration camp Terezin housed 
    many notable Jewish musicians, composers, artists and theatre professionals. 
    They were there for "safe keeping," and many would soon be transported to 
    other concentration camps like Auschwitz-Birkenau or Treblinka. After the 
    war, the lives and work of these remarkable people were, for the most part, 
    lost to history. TEREZIN: RESISTANCE AND REVIVAL shares the inspiring 
    stories from Terezin - from the survivors who are determined to recall and 
    preserve their memories, to those who left behind artistic testimony of 
    their experience. 
 

Title: Independent Lens: The Last Letter/Zyklon Portrait and the Walnut Tree   
Airdate: 05/21/2005, 08:00pm        
Length: One Hour 

    In "The Last Letter" it is 1941; a Russian Jewish woman living in a 
    Ukrainian city seized by the Germans writes her son a final letter. She 
    knows that all the Jews will be killed within days. In this last letter she 
    shows her courage, dignity, fear and fierce love of her son as she reviews 
    her life and faces her death. "Zyklon Portrait," a short film poem, is a 
    Holocaust film without Holocaust imagery; instead, family photographs, 
    underwater photography and hand-painted images draw a personal elegy out of 
    historical minutiae in a deceptively powerful meditation on Zyklon B, the 
    chemical compound used by the Nazis as a genocidal weapon. Through a 
    striking combination of documentary and experimental approaches, "The 
    Walnut Tree" is an eloquent meditation on survival, examining Holocaust 
    memory, the family and the role of photography in history. 
 



Title: From Swastika to Jim Crow     
Airdate: 6/12/05 11:00 PM 
Length: One Hour                          

    In the 1930s, Jewish scholars who escaped Nazi Germany and immigrated to 
    the U.S. faced an uncertain future. Confronted with anti-Semitism at major 
    universities and a public distrust of foreigners, a surprising number of 
    Jewish scholars secured teaching positions at historically black colleges 
    in the South. In many cases, these professors formed lasting relationships 
    with their students and had an important impact on the communities in which 
    they lived.  FROM SWATISKA TO JIM CROW is the largely unknown story of two 
    cultures, each sharing a burden of oppression, brought together by the 
    tragic circumstances of war. 

 
Environment 
Title: Great Decisions: The Looming Global Water Crisis  
Airdate: 5/15/05, 10:30am  
Length: 30 Minutes                         

    Guests: Dr. Peter Gleick, President, Pacific institute Brian Richter, 
    Director, Fresh Water Initiative, The Nature Conservancy. Scarcity of water 
    in many regions creates problems and conflict for large numbers of the 
    world's population. What policies should be adopted to ensure water quality? 
    What international actors or governments will make the greatest impact on 
    improving water governance? 

 
Title: Journey to Planet Earth: The State of the Planet    
Airdate: 5/15/05, 11:00pm                               
Length: One Hour 

    For the first time ever, PBS airs an annual "The State of the Planet" 
    special that will give viewers an up-to-date look at the current state of 
    the environment. While celebrating the elegance of diversity and the rich 
    tapestry of the natural world, this year's special explores how population 
    and economic pressures affect that world and resources such as water and 
    food. From Israel to Iowa, Bangladesh to the basins of the Rio Grande and 
    the Amazon, Nairobi to Pennsylvania, the program crisscrosses the globe to 
    visit places where environmental successes have occurred, as well as cities 
    and villages where the quality of life continues to decline. 

 
Title: Niagara Falls, A Naked Planet Special 
Airdate: 06/14/05, 09:00pm 
Length: One Hour                  

    "Niagara Falls"--The most famous waterfall in the world has been a 
    celebrity ever since the first Europeans set eyes on its raging waters in 
    the 1600s. Since then the sublime beauty of the falls has captured the 
    imagination of artists and showmen. Daredevils have perished trying to run 
    the falls, but scientists have now tamed its waters for hydroelectric power 
    -- eliminating the natural erosion that originally created the falls. 


